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The ACT Government is committed to making its information,
services, events and venues accessible to as many people as
possible.
If you have difficulty reading a standard printed document and
would like to receive this publication in an alternative format
— such as large print or audio please telephone (02) 6207 7307.
If English is not your first language and you require the translating
and interpreting service please telephone 131 450.
If you are deaf or hearing impaired and require the TTY typewriter
service please telephone (02) 6207 2622.
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Kingston centre master plan

Executive summary
The Kingston centre master plan presents a framework which will guide development and redevelopment of
the centre in a manner consistent with the desires of the community and stakeholders as expressed during
the consultation process and captured in the vision shown below.

The Kingston centre vision
Kingston centre will be a vibrant diverse village in the city where the existing character is
respected while responding to changing needs.

The actual Kingston centre master plan is presented on pages 11 to 19.
The master plan has been informed by the Kingston Centre Master Planning Project which ran from
August 2009 to September 2010.
Key actions to achieve the master plan include:
• the preparation of a precinct code (introduced through a Territory Plan variation) which specifies land

use, height and design details which will encourage development and redevelopment and ensure that
the principles outlined in the master plan are achieved,
• to undertake investigation and documentation to allow the release of key sites for new development,

including Block 47 and 48 Section 19 for a new mixed use development including supermarket, and
• allowing, through a precinct code, development on parts of Section 21 facing Highgate Lane to go to

five storeys.

KIngston cafe
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Introduction
Purpose of the master plan
The purpose of the master plan is:
• to present a framework which will guide development and redevelopment of the centre in the coming

decades in a manner consistent with the desires of the community and stakeholders as expressed
during the consultation process,
• to ensure the elements of the centre which work are retained and enhanced and to seize and create

opportunities to further improve the centre, and
• to provide greater certainty for the community, lessees and tenants about how the centre can develop

and redevelop.

The Kingston Centre Planning Project
The master plan has been informed by the Kingston Centre Planning Project, which commenced in August
2009 and was completed in September 2010. It included extensive background research and consultation
with the community, lessees and other stakeholders and culminated in the creation of the Kingston Centre
Urban Planning and Design Framework Report (the framework report). The framework presented a vision and
a way forward for the Kingston centre in light of background research and consultation.
The planning project was undertaken in response to the changes in population, demographics, development
pressures in the centre and findings from current research that identified additional supermarket space is
required in inner south Canberra.
The ACT Planning and Land Authority (ACTPLA, which is now part of the Environment and Sustainable
Development Directorate) initiated and led the planning project. A planning consultant was engaged to
complete background research, consultation and the framework report.
The diagram on the following page outlines the key stages of the planning project taken to develop the
framework report, its relationship to the master plan and what happens next. All publically available
documents can be found on the planning project webpage at:
http://www.actpla.act.gov.au/topics/significant_Projects/planning_studies/kingston_centre_planning_Project
A full description of the planning project’s methodology can be found in Appendix 1.
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Stages

Tasks

Deliverables

(those shown in black are publically
available)

Project team
inception meeting

Inception

Prepare consultation plan

Consultation plan

Project launch

Background
research

Prepare background
section of
framework report

Framework report
background

Community briefing workshop

Consultation

Vision workshop

Vision drafted & confirmed

Design workshop

Principles drafted & confirmed

Prepare framework report

Framework report

Release framework
report to the public

Prepare
consultation report

Master plan
preparation

Prepare master plan

Implementation

Commence key actions
in accordance
with master plan

Consultation report

Master plan

Next step

Consultation
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What makes Kingston special?
Kingston yesterday
Kingston was established in the early to mid 1920s along Giles Street and Kennedy Street. Green
Square and Jardine Street were developed in the mid-1950s. Kingston serviced the south side and many
Queanbeyan shoppers.
During 1950s the tenancy mix incorporated a wide range of shops including JB Young’s department store,
Cusacks furniture store, two supermarkets, three chemists, two sports stores, two jewellers, three butchers,
two greengrocers, various men’s and women’s fashion stores, a fish shop and a news agency.

Kingston centre – 1950
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Kingston today
The place – urban character
The Kingston centre consists of five precincts as
shown in the diagram below. Each precinct has its
own distinct built form and public realm. Verbatim
comments from community consultation relevant to
each precinct are included.

Kennedy and Giles Street precinct
• Shop entries are frequent, open directly onto

the street with few blank walls or gaps between
buildings and are transparent.
• The façade above the awnings has a consistent

building design and buildings are built to the
front and side boundaries.

Kennedy
Street south
precinct

Kennedy
and Giles
Street
precinct

Highgate
Lane
precinct

Green
Square
precinct

Jardine
Street
precinct

• Footpaths and awnings are continuous, allowing

pedestrians to move freely under shelter whilst
avoiding pedestrian/vehicle conflict.
• Footpaths are wide and separated from the

street by raised wide brick planter boxes,
reinforcing the sense of pedestrian enclosure.
They are wide enough to accommodate
outdoor dining without compromising
pedestrian movement or landscaping.
Kennedy Street south precinct
• Composed largely of two storey walk up offices.

Highgate Lane precinct
• Ad hoc back of house uses.
• Service lane.
• Run down and dirty.
• Community considers that the Lane has

great potential to be re-invented as an active
pedestrian lane with shops and cafes.

Highgate Lane

“Highgate Lane should be clean and vibrant with pedestrians and small shop fronts, like Melbourne.”
“Highgate Lane should be re-invented to become a clean pedestrian walkway lined with small shops and cafes.”
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Green Square precinct
• Major open space in the centre.
• Centrally located within the centre.
• Orientation provides good solar access and the

mature trees provide shade.
• Buildings are typically low rise, small scale and

fine grained and one to two storeys Buildings
are built to side and front boundaries, creating
a continuous frontage and clearly defining the
public realm.
• Composed of mature deciduous trees set within

raised masonry walls and grassed areas that
are separated by wide brick paved walkways
and sitting areas.
Jardine Street precinct
• Shop entries are frequent, open directly onto

the street with few blank walls or gaps between
buildings and are transparent.
• Consistent pavement treatment in terms of

design and materials.
• Similar scale and form of buildings on each

edge.
• Mature street trees on both sides define and

enclose the public space.

Jardine Street

The people – community and business
In addition to the distinct built form and public
realm that is found in each precinct, each also has
a character which is a result of the people which
use the centre, being the business owners and
community.

General
• One-stop – everything necessary is available.
• Small/medium size businesses. Personal

service.
• Village in a city.
• Great community spirit.
• Convenient, relaxed and welcoming.
• Convenient car parking.
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Kennedy Giles Street precinct
• Composed of a variety of uses such as small

retailers, cafes, library, gym and restaurants
which face out onto the footpaths.
• Uses meet many everyday needs.
• By having several restaurants some night time

activity is generated but mostly it is day time
focused.
Kennedy Street south precinct
• Brings a variety of services to the centre.

Highgate Lane precinct
• Used primarily for servicing purposes for

shops, restaurants and cafes in the centre.
Delivery areas, rubbish bins and disused
boxes.
• Not regularly used by general public.

Green Square precinct
• Cafes/drinking establishments spill out onto

Green Square.

Kennedy Street

“Green Square is a gem and not utilised to its
full potential.”
“Green Square is vital to the centre’s success.”

• Some retail uses.
• Has a constant procession of people because

it is located on the route between the main
parking area and the main shopping locations.
• Mix of day time and night time activity due to

several pubs located in Green Square.
Jardine Street precinct
• Mix of retail and offices on ground floor. Many

offices on second level.

Green Square
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The Kingston centre master plan
Master plan area
The aerial photograph below shows the area considered as part of the planning project and this master plan.
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Kingston centre vision
Kingston centre will be a vibrant diverse village in the city where the existing character is
respected while responding to changing needs.

To enable the vision to be achieved five planning and design principles will be applied to the centre. These
principles and how they will be applied to the centre are described on pages 11 to 15. The processes to
achieve the desired planning outcomes are explained over the page.

Territory Plan variation – precinct code
Development in the ACT is regulated through the Territory Plan, which shows where development can go and
what type of development we and our neighbours can build.
The Territory Plan can be changed through a process called a Territory Plan variation. This is a statutory
process which includes consultation and when complete can alter the range of land uses permissible on a
site and/or changes the development controls applicable to a site.
Area (or precinct) specific changes can be introduced into the Territory Plan through a precinct code.
It is proposed to establish a precinct code for the Kingston centre to ensure a number of the principles
described on pages 11 to 15 are achieved.

Land release
The surface car park and co-operative shop on Blocks 47 and 48 Section 19 are owned by the ACT
Government. This land can be released to interested parties through an auction, tender/expression of interest
or direct sale process. A Deed of Agreement will be placed on the land to be released which may include off
site works requirements such as paving and landscaping and replacement car parking that contributes to the
public realm of the centre.

Capital works
Improvements to the public realm or community assets and infrastructure can be implemented through
capital works undertaken by the ACT Government.

Kennedy Street
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Planning and design principle: permeable and connected
Successful centres are well connected to their catchment and easy to move
around. Physical connections are to be improved by increasing internal connectivity
(permeability) to facilitate better integration of the different precincts and to create a
more coherent centre.

Applying the principle
• The proposed precinct code will include provisions for the new and improved pedestrian connections

shown in the diagram below by increasing development rights for affected blocks and requiring the
pedestrian connection as part of redevelopment.
• Release Blocks 47 and 48 Section 19 (existing car park) for the purposes of a mixed used development

(including supermarket). Conditions of release will require the development to include a pedestrian
connection through the site so that eventually when Blocks 30 and 31 redevelop a complete pedestrian
connection through Section 19 can be achieved.
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Planning and design principle: character
The Kingston centre has five distinct precincts that are different in their land use and
built form and contribute to the character of the centre. These precincts should be
enhanced by ensuring land use and requirements for redevelopment/development are
compatible with the established character.
Applying the principle
• The proposed precinct code will ensure the scale along Kennedy, Jardine, Eyre and Giles Streets is

retained by requiring any development higher than two storeys to be setback on Section 19 Blocks
facing these streets. To ensure the fine grain of the centre is maintained the proposed precinct code will
require development in the centre to have maximum shop frontage widths.
• So that a continuous awning can be achieved the proposed precinct code will require any development/

redevelopment in the centre to include awnings.
• The proposed precinct code will encourage redevelopment of Highgate Lane by allowing blocks

fronting the lane on the southern and western sides to go up to five storeys in height as shown in the
‘building height’ principle. Allowing an increase in height will support the introduction of new pedestrian
connections and improvement of the public realm.
• The proposed precinct code will ensure that current height restrictions on blocks fronting Green Square

are retained so that solar access and the low scale of buildings in this precinct are maintained.
• Conditions on the release of Blocks 47 and 48 Section 19 (mixed use development including

supermarket) will require that the new development reflects the existing built form of Green Square and
Jardine Street (i.e. an active frontage with awnings facing Eyre Street that has a fine grain of retail and
continuation of Green Square).
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Planning and design principle: building height
The low scale of buildings apparent from the streets is valued. To allow redevelopment
in the centre an increase in allowable building heights is necessary but this needs to be
done in a manner that maintains the low scale from the street.

Applying the principle
• The proposed precinct code will include provisions to increase heights as shown in the diagram below.
• The proposed precinct code will allow blocks which have a boundary to Highgate Lane (excluding those

which have a boundary to Green Square also) to go to five storeys. However, any development which
is higher than five storeys will be setback from the Giles, Kennedy, Eyre and Jardine Street frontages to
ensure the existing low scale character of these streets is maintained.
• The existing height requirements over blocks fronting Green Square will be maintained to ensure solar

access to Green Square and to maintain a feeling of low scale in this area.
• The proposed precinct code will require that development on Blocks 29, 47 and 48 Section 19 has a

variety of heights that are consistent with the existing built form in the centre and surrounding area.
• The proposed precinct code will allow development on Blocks 1, 5, 6, 7 and 16 Section 20 and Blocks

13 and 22 Section 22 to go to four storeys. It is considered that allowing these blocks to increase in
height will not detract from the centre’s character and will encourage redevelopment that will support the
centre’s future viability.
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Planning and design principle: attractors
A range of speciality retailers are also based in the centre and provide convenient
and friendly services for the community. These speciality retailers play a valuable role
in attracting people to the centre and should be retained. Large retailers can attract
large numbers of people to a centre who then also use the other services provided by
small scale retailers in the centre. By locating attractors on opposite sides of the centre
pedestrian movement past other specialty/small scale retailing can be maximised.
Applying the principle
• Allow for Blocks 47 and 48 Section 19 to be released for mixed use development (including a

supermarket) with basement/under croft car parking. Conditions of release will require the development
to include limited space for small scale retailing facing Eyre Street so that small scale retailers along Giles
and Kennedy Streets are not compromised.
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Planning and design principle: circulation
To assist with keeping the Kingston centre permeable for pedestrians and generally
accessible, on street car parking will be maintained and basement/ under croft car
parking required on certain sites. Traffic through Highgate Lane will be minimised.

Applying the principle
• The existing vehicular traffic and public transport circulation will be maintained.
• Vehicular traffic, asides from service vehicles, will be discouraged from moving through Highgate Lane.
• Service and delivery vehicles are to be discouraged from accessing the centre during peak times.
• Off street car parking should be in basements and/or under crofts and short term car parking should be

located on street.
• To increase integration between Green Square and Section 19 the possibility of creating a shared zone

between these areas will be investigated and may be required as part of the release of Blocks 47 and 48
Section 19.
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Master plan
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Next steps
The key actions which need to be undertaken to commence implementation of the master plan are:
• Prepare precinct code which specifies land use, height and design details which will encourage

development and redevelopment and ensure that it achieves the principles outlined in the master plan.
• Undertake investigation to allow the release of Blocks 47 and 48 Section 19 for a mixed use

development including supermarket.
• Identify and prepare capital works proposals for public realm and infrastructure improvements for

consideration of the government in subsequent budgets.

Green Square
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Appendix A - methodology
Pivotal in producing this master plan were the project team, consultation and background research.

Project team
ACTPLA was the agency tasked with initiating and leading the Kingston Centre Planning Project.
ACTPLA engaged a planning consultant to coordinate the initial phases of the Kingston centre. These initial
phases included consultation, research and production of the framework report.
ACTPLA then released the framework report out to the public for comment and completed the consultation
report and the master plan.
Kingston centre Planning Project
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1

Kingston Centre Planning Project launched

August 2009

2

Consultation

August – October 2009

3

Research

August – December 2009

4

Kingston Centre Urban Planning and Design Framework completed

March 2010

5

Kingston Centre Urban Planning and Design Framework to government

May-July 2010

6

Kingston Centre Urban Planning and Design Framework released for
public comment

September – October
2010

7

Consultation report completed

November 2010

8

Master plan completed

February 2011

9

Master plan to government for approval

April 2011
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Consultation
The views received through the consultation and submission processes have been considered in finalising
the master plan. As part of consultation the project team engaged:
• the community (including lessees, business owners, local residents and community organisations);
• key government stakeholders; and
• lessees/tenants of major parcels of land in the Kingston centre.

Details of how each of these groups was engaged can be found in the Kingston centre Consultation Report
which is on the ACTPLA website at:
http://www.actpla.act.gov.au/topics/significant_Projects/planning_studies/kingston_centre_planning_Project

Background research
The following research was undertaken by the planning consultant:
• background research about the history of the centre and the way it currently operates;
• broad market assessment of development opportunities;
• review of current retail assessments;
• traffic and parking assessment;
• urban design assessment; and
• review of previous studies and other policies affecting the centre (details of studies and policies reviewed

can be found in Appendix 2).
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Appendix B – documents reviewed
Studies and policies reviewed as part of planning project background research:

Document:

Produced by:

Date:

ACT commercial centres and industrial areas floorspace –
Summary Report

Barbara Davis and
Associates and ACTPLA

July 2007

ACT Retail Study – Extracts

IBECON

2007

ACT Supermarkets ACT Commercial Centres and Industrial
Areas Floorspace Inventory

ACTPLA

July 2007

Street tree planting

ACT Government

None provided

Guidelines for Residential Development in Area B2
Kingston/Griffith

Planning and Land
Management – ACT
Government

May 1994

ACT Government

2005

Your Guide to Engaging with the Community.
ACT Government Community Engagement Manual.
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www.actpla.act.gov.au
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